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Abstract

This report presents our techniques and results on automatic analysis of tennis videos

for the purpose of high�level classi�cation of tennis video segments to facilitate content�

based retrieval
 Our approach is based on the generation of a image model� valid under

perspective projection� for the tennis court�lines in a tennis video
 We �rst derive this

model by making use of knowledge about dimensions of a tennis court� typical camera

geometry used when capturing tennis videos� and the connectivity information about the

court lines
 Based on this model� we develop a court line detection algorithm and a

robust player�tracking algorithm to track the tennis players over the image sequence
 In

order to select only those video segments which contain tennis court from an input raw

footage of tennis video� we also propose a color�based tennis court clip selection method


Automatically extracted tennis court lines and the players� location information form

crucial measurements for the high�level reasoning module which analyzes the relative

positions of the tennis players with respect to the court lines and the net� in order to

map the measurements to high�level events semantics� like baseline�rallies� serve�and�

volleying� net�games� passing�shots� etc
 Results on real tennis video data are presented

demonstrating the validity and performance of the approach




� Introduction

Automatic classi�cation and retrieval of video information based on content is a very

challenging research area
 Recently� there have been many research e�orts addressing

various relevant issues ��� �� �� �� �� 	� �� see ��� for a recent survey�
 The most di�cult

question faced at the outset is� what does contentmean� Or� more speci�cally� how should

one characterize visual content present in video� and how to extract it for the purpose of

generating useful� high�level annotations to facilitate content�based indexing and retrieval

of video segments from digital video libraries
 It is generally accepted that content is too

subjective to be characterized completely as it often depends on the objects� background�

context� domain� etc
 in the video
 This is one of the main reasons why the problem

of content�based access is still largely unsolved
 On the other hand� advances in video

and storage technology have enabled i� representation of visual data in digital form for

archiving and browsing� ii� e�cient storage using compression algorithms� and iii� fast

retrieval with random�access capability using storage media like CD�ROMs� Laser Discs�

Video CDs and the latest DVD�Video and DVD�ROM systems


Recent literature contains a number of approaches to characterize visual content based

on color� texture� shape and motion ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
 While these approaches have

their merit of being applicable to generic image and video data� they also have a major

limitation� that is� they can characterize only low�level information
 The end users will

almost always like to interact at high�level when accessing or retrieving images and video

segments from a database� and the importance of useful� high�level annotations can not be

over emphasized
 At the same time� manual generation of high�level annotations is quite
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cumbersome� time consuming and expensive
 Hence� there is a dire need for algorithms

that are able to automatically infer high�level content using the low�level information

extracted from data
 While this is extremely di�cult for images and video in general�

limiting the analyses to speci�c domains can help overcome many hurdles in automatic

generation of high�level semantic� annotations as relevant to those speci�c domains


This report presents a case study wherein domain�speci�c knowledge and constraints are

exploited to accomplish the di�cult task of automatic annotation of video segments with

high�level semantics� to enable content�based retrieval


There have been some recent attempts to exploit contextual or domain knowledge

for automatic generation of high�level annotations for video segments
 Most of them

attempt to relate or map the low�level information measured from the image and video

data to high�level content pertinent to the speci�c domains ���� �	� ���
 Zhang et al
 ����

present a method to parse and index news video� based on a syntactic� model�based

approach
 While they parse the news video into �ancherperson shot� and �news story

shot� using some image processing techniques and succeed in automatically creating a

more detailed description for a structured news video� they do not attempt to describe the

content of the news video for the obvious reason that it falls into the domain of generic

video and hence is far too di�cult a problem
 Gong et al
 ��	� address the problem of

automatic parsing of TV soccer programs
 They make use of the standard layout of

a soccer �eld domain knowledge� and partition it into nine categories such as �mid�

�eld� and �penalty�area�
 Then they apply various image processing techniques like edge

detection and line identi�cation on TV images for automatic determination of camera

location
 A similar attempt has been made by Yow et al
 ���� wherein they analyze a video
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library of soccer games
 They report special techniques for automatically detecting and

extracting soccer highlights by analyzing image content� and for presenting the detected

shots by panoramic reconstruction of selected events
 A context�based technique for

automatic extraction of embedded captions is reported by Yeo and Liu ����
 They apply

their method directly to MPEG compressed video and extract visual content which are

highlighted using the extracted captions
 Saur et al
 ���� present a method for automatic

analysis and annotation of basketball video
 They use the low�level information available

directly from MPEG compressed video of basketball as well as the prior knowledge of

basketball video structure to provide high�level content analysis like �close�up views��

�fast breaks�� �steals�� etc


In this report� we present our approach and results for an automatic analysis of tennis

video for the purpose of high�level classi�cation of tennis video segments to facilitate

content�based retrieval
 We exploit the available domain knowledge about tennis video

and demonstrate that it is possible to generate meaningful semantic annotations applicable

to the domain
 Our goal is to automate the generation of useful and high�level annotations

like baseline�rallies� passing�shots� net�games and serve�and�volley games� to pertinent

segments of the video
 We have chosen these annotations because they form some of the

most common play events in a tennis video
 Video is an important source in the sport

of tennis� particularly in the areas of teaching� coaching and learning how to play the

game ���� ���
 They are used to teach the rules of the game� analyze and summarize tennis

matches and tournaments� demonstrate proper playing techniques� document the history

of the sport� and pro�le current and past champions�
 Annotating raw� unstructured

�Videotapes are the dominant video sources today ���� However	 with the advent of digital com�
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tennis video with these high�level content can help professional tennis players and coaches

to retrieve video segments in a more meaningful manner from a digital library of tennis

video
 For example� a player who wants to improve�develop his serve�and�volley abilities

would only be interested in retrieving and studying a variety of serve�and�volley video

segments
 Or� a tennis coach giving a visual demonstration of passing techniques and�or

stratagies to players is mainly interested in a collection of passing�shot video segments as

part of his video instructional material
 If the above mentioned high�level annotations

are available for indexing a digital library of tennis video� then players or a coach can get

content�based access to relevant video segments
 In this report� we present our techniques

to achieve this objective
 Experimental results on real tennis video data are presented to

demonstrate the merit of our approach


The rest of the report is organized as follows
 In Section �� we present an overview of

our system
 We present a color�based algorithm in Section � to select video clips containing

tennis court only from the input raw footage of tennis video� for further analysis
 In

Section �� we derive a quantitative model for a tennis court which is valid on the image

domain� under the assumption of perspective projection model for the camera
 Based on

this model� Section � presents our tennis court�line detection algorithm
 In Section 	�

we present our player�tracking algorithm to track the two tennis players over the image

sequence� and in Section �� we describe brie�y our method of mapping low�level positional

information about the tennis court�lines and the locations of the two tennis players to

high�level tennis�play events in the video segments
 Finally� in Section � we present some

pression and storage technology and the associated advantages of random and network�based access
capabilities	 we foresee that digital video will play a dominant role in future�
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of the high�level annotation results we have obtained� and conclude the report in Section �


� Overview of the System

Fig
 � shows the block diagram of our system
 The modules shown within the dotted

lines form the core part of our system and are the main subject of this report
 Our

system analyses the input tennis video at di�erent levels
 First� the system processes

an input raw footage of tennis video and partitions the footage into shots containing

continuous sequence of tennis court� using a color�based shot selection approach
 Then�

the video segments containing tennis court are input to the court�line detection module

which detects the tennis court�lines in the individual frames
 This information� along

with the raw video data present in the video segment� is then used in the detection and

tracking of the two players in the video segment by the player tracking module
 The high�

level reasoning module analyses the outputs of these two modules for inferencing di�erent

tennis�play events in the video segment
 These analyses result in meaningful high�level

semantic� annotations for the segments of the input video
 After the analyses� the

video segments are organized in an information management system with the high�level

annotations providing indices for content�based retrieval
 This information management

system takes other useful textual data also as inputs like� for example� the type of the court

clay or carpet or hard or grass�� the names of the players� tournament type� year� etc


The end users interact with this information system through a GUI for providing queries

to the system
 Typical queries are like� i� Retrieve serve�and�volley clips containing John

McEnroe in ����� ii� Retrieve passing�shot clips containing Ivan Lendl on a carpet court�
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iii� Retrieve baseline�rally clips containing Andre Agassi on a hard court in ����� etc


The system responds by searching the library and retrieves the matching video clips for

display� they are shown as small icons on the icon pad of the GUI� they can be played on

the display pad of the GUI by the user through a mouse�click
 It should be noted that

while the whole process of annotation is done o��line� the end user interactions with the

system are in fact on�line with near real�time retrievals


As mentioned above� the four modules shown within dotted lines in Fig
 � form the

core part of the system and more details about our techniques and algorithms concerning

the four modules are presented in this report
 In the following section� we present details

about the coor�based shot partitioning approach we have used


� Color�based Selection of Court Segments

In this section we present our technique for the selection of video segments containing

tennis court from an input raw footage of tennis video
 This is necessary since the further

analyses presented in the next sections are done on video clips containing tennis court

only�


For this purpose� we propose a color�based algorithm to automatically indicate whether

a particular image frame belongs to a tennis court scene or not
 As mentioned in Section ��

a tennis court belongs to one of the four di�erent classes� i� carpet� ii� clay� iii� hard and

iv� grass courts
 These classes can be distinguished by their di�erent color properties


�A typical tennis video contains many other scenes interleaved between the tennis court scenes like	
for example	 as those of spectators or a player or an umpire� This is especially so in between the points�
These scenes need to be segmented out from the input raw footage of tennis video�

	



However� each class can have multiple representative colors as its member
 Based on

statistical analysis using many example frames� we summarize the color properties of

the four classes in the following table
 Using this information� we apply the following

Table �� Standard colors of di�erent types of tennis court


Class of Mean colors R�G�B� of Class Fraction
Court example members Thereshold Thereshold

Carpet

��� � �	� � ���
�� � �	 � ��
	� � 	� � 	�
	� � �� � 	�

�� ��

Clay ��	 � 	� � ��
�	� � 	� � ��

�� ��

Hard �������� �� ��
Grass �	 � ��	 � ��

�� � ��� � �	
�� ��

algorithm to select relevant clips containing tennis court


Court segment selection algorithm

For each image frame of the input tennis video� do the following�

�
 Place a ���� ��� window at the center of the image frame


�
 Compute the color with maximum frequency � max color � from the color�frequency

distribution in the window


�
 Compute the Euclidean distances of the max color from each class of courts
 The

distance of a color from a court class is the minimum of distances of the color from

the members of the class
�

�
 Let court class be the class of court corresponding to the minimum of the Euclidean

distances and let court color be the corresponding member color
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�
 If the Euclidean distance between the max color and the court color is more than

the Class Threshold see Table �� corresponding to court class� then classify the

image as not a tennis court frame and stop
 Otherwise� continue


	
 Initialize court points � � and total points � �


�
 For each pixel in the ���� ��� window�

i� Compute the Euclidean distance of the color of the pixel from court color


ii� If the distance is more than the Fraction Threshold see Table �� corresponding

to court class� then court points � court points � �


iii� total points � total points � �


�
 Compute court fraction � court points

total points



�
 If court fraction is more than ��	� then classify the input image frame as a tennis

court frame belonging to court class� otherwise� not
 Stop


After the application of the algorithm� the contiguous segments of similarly classi�ed

frames are selected as tennis video clips and used for further analysis for high�level classi�

�cation see Fig
 ��
 Typical results of application of the above tennis court clip selection

algorithm are given in Fig
 �


Remark ��� Note that the color of a carpet court can be widely varying in general� We

have used some of the standard colors in the above table� However� for any carpet court

with a non�standard color� an example image frame from the input tennis video needs to

be given as a training set for accurate classi�cation by using the above algorithm�
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The following section presents in detail a quantitative model which we have developed

for a tennis court under the perspective projection assumption for the camera
 This model

is used in the development of a court�line detection algorithm in Section �


� A Model for Tennis Court

In this section� we derive a quantitative model for a tennis court in the image domain

under the assumption of perspective camera projection
 For this� we exploit the form�based

and camera geometry�based constraints as described below


We make the following assumptions�

A� The dimensions and connectivity form� of the tennis court�lines are known see

Fig
 � for a complete speci�cation of the tennis court dimensions� for convenience�

only the singles court is shown in the �gure�


A� The camera geometry is shown in Fig
 � with the equations for imaging given by

equations �� and �� mentioned below


According to the camera geometry shown in Fig
 �� the tennis court can be viewed

as a symmetrically located �D object in a frontal plane i
e
� a plane perpendicular to

the viewing direction of the camera� see dashed lines in Fig
 �� which is tilted away by

an unknown angle � about the X�axis in the object�centered coordinate system and then

perspectively projected on to the image plane of the camera using the camera�centered

coordinate system
 Also note that the object�centered coordinate system is modeled sim�

ply as a translation of the camera�centered coordinate system by an unknown amount D
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along the viewing direction of the camera the Y ��axis� also the Y �axis�
 Mathematically�

the complete imaging mechanism can be described by the following equations�
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���������
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����
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f �Y sin ��Z cos �
Y cos ��Z sin ��D

�
���� � ��

where� �X� Y� Z�t is the coordinate vector of a point on the court in the object�centered

coordinate system� � is the tilt angle about the X�axis� �X �� Y �� Z ��t is the coordinate vector

of the point on the court in the camera�centered coordinate system� f is the focal length

of the camera and �x� y�t is the perspective projection vector of the point in the image

plane
 Typical frames of a tennis video shown in Figs
 �� � and �� con�rm the validity of

the camera geometry shown in Fig
 �


While we use the knowledge of tennis court dimensions and assume a typical imaging

geometry� we do not make any assumptions about the knowledge of the tilt angle �� the

distance D and the camera focal length f 
 However� we make the following assumption

about feature extraction�

A� It is possible to extract from an image of a tennis court the three projected segments

of the court�lines corresponding to P�P�� P�P� and P�P� see Fig
 ��


In the rest of the report� we refer to these three segments as the basic segments
 We now
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present the following result�

Lemma � Under the assumptions A�� A� and A�� it is possible to reconstruct the per�

spective projections of all the other points on the tennis court�lines� especially for the

points P� to P��� Thus� it is possible to completely recover the tennis court�lines in the

image domain�

Proof� We prove the lemma by showing that it is possible to reconstruct the perspective

projection of the point P�� on the image
 Similar argument can be given for all the other

points
 Let L� be the length of the perspective projection of the segment P�P� and L�

be the length of the perspective projection of the segment P�P�
 From assumption A�� it

is possible to measure L� and L�
 Also� from assumptions A� and A�� it can be shown

that see appendix A�

L�

L�
�
��� sin � �D

��� sin � �D
� ��

From the above equation� we have

F �
L� � L�

��L� � ��L�
� ��

where F � sin �
D

 Now� let B� be the image domain vector i
e
� the perspective projection�

corresponding to the vector �P�P� and let B� be the image domain vector corresponding to

the vector �P�P�
 Similarly� let B
� be the image domain vector corresponding to the vector

�P�P��
 Then� from assumptions A� and A�� it can be shown that see appendix B� B�
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can be expressed as a linear combination of B� and B� as

B� � �B� � �B�� ��

where

� �
�����F � ��

����F � ��
and � �

����F � ��

��F � ��
�

Since the value of the parameter F can be estimated see Eq
 ���� B� can be recovered

and hence the perspective projection of the point P�� can be reconstructed on the image


Expressions similar to Eq
 �� can be derived for all other points on the tennis court�lines

wherein the values of � and � change depending on each point
 The values of � and � can

be determined from the knowledge of the measurable parameter F see Table ��
 This

completes the proof of the lemma
 �

From the above lemma and the information about the form connectivity� of a tennis

court� it is possible to recover the tennis court�lines completely in the video frames
 The

advantages of using the proposed mathematical model are two�fold�

�
 It enables the recovery of the projected tennis court�lines in the video frames with

the help of minimal number of measurements and the associated heuristics� needed

for making the assumption A� hold


�
 The complete tennis court frame can be recovered even in those parts where the

court�lines are occluded and�or are very di�cult to extract
 This gives very im�

portant information about the location of all the segments of the tennis court�lines

in a given image
 This helps in an accurate determination of the relative position
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of players with respect to the tennis court�lines which is crucial in the high�level

reasoning steps for generating semantic annotations for the tennis video


Table � lists the values of � and � for the perspective projections of the tennis court points

P� to P�� see Fig
 �� for expressing them as linear combinations of the basis vectors B�

and B�


Table �� Values of � and � for the points on the tennis court�lines shown in Fig
 �
 The
parameter F can be measured see Eq
 ���


Point � � Point � �

P� � � P�
�� 	���F��


��
� ���F � ��

P� � � P�
�� 	���F��

�� 	��F��


�

P� � � P��
�� 	���F��

�� 	��F��


	���F��

	��F��


P� � 	���F��

	���F��


P��
�� 	���F��

�� 	��F��


� 	���F��

	��F��


P� � � P��
�� 	���F��

�� 	��F��


�

P � � 	���F��

	���F��


P��
�� 	���F��

�� 	��F��


� 	���F��

	��F��


P�
�� 	���F��


��
�

P�
�� 	���F��


��
���F � ��

Remark ��� In the above analysis� for convenience� we have chosen �P�P� and �P�P� for

the basis vectors B� and B�� respectively� It should be noted that� any other two segments

of the tennis court�lines could be used for the same purpose as long as they span the �D

image domain�

Based on the model derived in this section� we present our tennis court�line detection

algorithm in the following section
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� Tennis Court�line Detection Algorithm

The purpose of the tennis court�line detection algorithm is to extract court�lines in a

given tennis video frame
 This algorithm has two parts� i� extraction of the three basic

court�line segments in the image domain� and ii� reconstruction of the complete tennis

court�lines according to the mathematical model described in the previous section


��� Extraction of the basic line segments

Extraction of the basic line segments is necessary to make the assumption A� hold
 For

this� we �rst describe brie�y a straight�line detection algorithm that we have used
 The

following straight�line detection algorithm takes as inputs i� a starting point and ii� a

line�growing direction
 It also uses the following heuristics� a� the color of the court�

line segments is the brightest in the image� and b� points on a court�line segment are

continuous
 Note that these heuristics are valid for good quality tennis video


Straight�line detection algorithm

�
 Go to the given starting point in the image


�
 Consider a ��pixel strip of image intensities perpendicular to the given line growing

direction we have �xed the length of the strip to �� pixels on each side of the line�


�
 Compute the mean and std standard deviation� of the image intensities in the

strip
 Note the locations of the pixels whose intensities exceed the threshold Th �

mean � ��� std
 Call them Line�Points


�
 Find the middle point of the Line�Points in the ��pixel strip
 Update the given
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starting point to the point which is ��pixel next to the middle point� along the

given line growing direction
 If the updated starting point is not an ��neighbor of

the previous starting point� STOP this is done only for the points other than the

given starting point� and consider that the line segment has ended� go to step 	


Otherwise� go to step �


�
 Using this updated starting point� repeat steps ���


	
 List all the Line�Points detected during steps ���
 Fit a straight�line through the

line points in the least square error sense and compute the parameters equation�

of the line segment


We apply the above mentioned straight�line detection algorithm to detect four di�erent

straight�line segments as follows�

a� Initialize the starting search point at slightly below the image center
 This heuristic

is used only for the �rst frame� see the next subsection
�

b� From this point� apply the straight�line detection algorithm to detect the vertical

line segment downwards till the point which is the perspective projection of the

point P� see Fig
 �� is reached the straight�line detection algorithm stops at this

point�
 Consider the end point of this segment as the starting point of the next line

segment


c� Apply the straight�line detection algorithm to detect the horizontal line segment

rightwards till the point which is the perspective projection of the point P� see

��



Fig
 �� is reached
 Consider the end point of this segment as the starting point of

the next line segment


d� Apply the straight�line detection algorithm to detect the vertical line segment down�

wards till the point which is the perspective projection of the point P� see Fig
 ��

is reached
 Consider the end point of this segment as the starting point of the next

line segment


e� Apply the straight�line detection algorithm to detect the horizontal line segment

leftwards till the line detection algorithm stops


f� Using the equations of the four straight�line segments detected in the steps ����

compute the locations of the perspective projections of the points P�� P�� P�� and

P�� by considering intersections of the appropriate straight�line segments


Note that we compute the locations of the end points corresponding to the basic line

segments using the equations of four straight�line segments
 Unlike direct corner detec�

tion methods which are troubled by the localization versus detection uncertainties �����

using intersections of straight�line segments to detect corner points leads to very accurate

localization also
 This in turn increases the accuracy of the basis vectors B� and B� and

helps reliable reconstruction of the complete tennis court�lines in the image domain using

the mathematical model as described in the next subsection


��� Reconstruction of the complete tennis court

After the detection of the three basic segments of the tennis court in the image� we

reconstruct the points P� to P�� according to the model derived in the previous section

�	



see Table ��
 Then� we use the knowledge about the form connectivity� of the tennis

court�line segments to reconstruct the complete tennis court in the image domain
 Except

for the �rst frame� we also reinitialize the center of the tennis court�line in the image based

on the reconstructed tennis court�lines in the previous image this is used as the starting

point in the step a� above�
 Only for the �rst frame� we choose the starting point at

slightly below the center of the image during step a� above�


Fig
 � shows the typical result of application of our line detection algorithm to real

tennis video frames
 Without any loss of generality� we have reconstructed the singles

court only in all the images
 Fig
 	 shows the result of tracking the court�lines over a

sequence of tennis video frames
 Note that the camera sways slightly to the right and

left during the play in this typical tennis video� thus creating slight deviations from the

assumed camera geometry
 However� the court�line detection algorithm has successfully

tracked the court�line segments during the play
 This shows the robustness of the proposed

model�based approach for court�line detection


� Tennis Player Tracking Algorithm

In this section� we present our player�tracking algorithm
 For the purpose of tracking

the players over the image sequence� the initial locations of the two players in the im�

age domain have to be located
 For this� we use the following motion�based detection

algorithm


Player detection algorithm

�
 Track the tennis court�lines over the �rst few frames and determine if there is any

��



camera motion present during the period
 The intersection points of the tennis

court�line segments are used to estimate a 	�parameter a�ne �D motion model in

the least square error sense ���� and the six model parameters are analysed to check

if there is any genuine camera motion
�

�
 Select the �rst frame and the next frame e
g
� the �nd or �rd frame�


�
 If there is a camera motion detected in step �� then�

i� Estimate a �D a�ne motion model for the motion between the two frames�

ii� Generate a motion�predicted frame from the �rst frame for the next frame the

�nd or �rd frame��

iii� Generate a residue frame after subtracting the motion predicted frame from

the next frame�

otherwise�

i� Generate a residue frame after subtracting the �rst frame from the next frame


�
 Threshold and binarize � and ���� the residue frame� and smooth the residue frame

to eliminate the noise we employ an iterative smoothing algorithm�


�
 Compute the �focus of interest� regions for locating each player by using the court�

line information extracted for the next frame� and generate two appropriate search

windows see Remark 	
� below�


	
 Extract the largest connected component in the smoothed residue frame inside the

two window locations and compute the centroids of the two connected components�

��



these two centroids represent the locations of the two players in the next frame


Remark ��� In step � above� we mentioned about appropriate search windows� These

search windows are rectangular areas used to limit the connected component analysis to

within those windows only� in the smoothed residue image� Thus� they serve as focus

of interest regions� These search windows are de�ned adaptively depending on the video

frame being considered� For the initial video frame� the width of the search windows is

determined by the reconstructed baselines of the tennis court in the image domain and the

search windows are centrally located at the baselines with a �xed height value for the search

windows� For all other frames� we choose the locations of the search windows based on

the latest player�tracking results available� This way� the windows are adaptively de�ned

and the player detection is done within the windows only�

Fig
 � shows the typical result of using the above algorithm for motion�based detection

of the player locations
 After the detection of the locations of the two players in the

initial frame� we generate templates for the two players and call them Top Player TP�

and Bottom Player BP�� since the TP appears near the top edge and the BP near the

bottom edge in an image
 The templates are nothing but square windows of �xed sizes

placed centrally at the locations of the two players we use a larger window size for the

BP since the physical size of BP is usually larger than that of TP�� which contain the

image data pixels� from the video frame
 Since the two templates are centrally placed at

the detected locations of the players� they contain the image data corresponding to the

two players and hence form crucial inputs to the player�tracking algorithm


After the template generation� we use the following algorithm for tracking the two

��



players over the rest of the image sequence
 We describe the algorithm for a template T

which can be either that of BP or that of TP� extracted from a current frame and being

tracked in the following frames�


Player tracking algorithm

�
 Let T be the template of size ��� centered at location p� q� in the current frame C


Let F be the following frame and let N be the next frame� i
e
� the frame following

F 


�
 Generate a binary image H containing only the reconstructed tennis court lines of

F using the court�line detection algorithm given in Section ��

Hi� j� �

����	
���


� if a tennis court line passes through i� j�

� otherwise

�

�
 Set Max value � ��	� ��


�
 For each pixel location i� j� in a b� b window B around p� q� in F � do�

a� Compute match value between T and the similar sized template in F located

at p� i� q � j� using

match value �
X

	u�v
����

jT u� v�� F p� i� u� q � j � v�j �Hp� u� q � v��

b� If Max value � match value� do�

Max value � match value

��



min p � p� i and min q � q � j


�
 The matching player location in F is min p�min q�
 Update the location of the

player using p� q� � min p�min q�
 Update the contents of template T from the

data in frame F at the updated location of p� q�


	
 Update the current frame and the following frame using C � F and F � N 


�
 Repeat steps ��	 till there is no next frame N 


Note that the match value computed in step �
a� above is the net absolute di�er�

ence value between the windows� and the algorithm used above is basically a full�search�

minimum absolute di�erence algorithm MAD� � used widely in block�based motion esti�

mation algorithms ����
 However� we have modi�ed the basic algorithm by exploiting the

available information about the tennis court�lines in the current frame by using a binary

weighting factor H
 The basic purpose of this weighting factor is to discard those points

of T which contain pixels corresponding to the static object � the tennis court
 Thus the

template represents the player information more appropriately� leading to more accurate

results for the template matching algorithm
 Also note that after the match is found� the

algorithm updates the template T so that it represents the current information available

about the player
 This is also very important for accurate performance of the tracking al�

gorithm because the player information keeps changing dynamically as the play progresses

over the image sequence and� if such updating of template is not done� the modi�ed MAD

algorithm may easily give an incorrect match� thereby leading to errors while tracking the

players
 The results reported in Section � represent the typical performance of the player

tracking algorithm given above


��



	 High�level Reasoning Module

In this section we describe brie�y the analysis done in the high�level reasoning module


This module takes the information about the tennis court�lines extracted by the court�line

detection module and the information about the player positions over the image sequences

extracted by the player�tracking module
 These two measurements form the crucial inputs

to the high�level reasoning module
 These low�level measurements are mapped to high�

level semantic� interpretations relevant to the tennis�play events in the video segment


For this� simple logical decisions are made based on the values of these measurements


More speci�cally� those decisions are made on the basis of the relative positions of the

player locations with respect to the tennis court�lines
 For example� if the positional

information extracted by tracking the two players during the video segment con�rms

that they play essentially near their respective baselines see Fig
 ��� then the high�level

reasoning module maps the set of measurements to the baseline�rallies play event and

annotates the video segment accordingly
 The following table summarizes this mapping

of low�level measurements positional information� to the high�level content about tennis�

play events
 In Table �� we use the following abbreviations see Fig
 ���

BL �� Baseline

SL �� Service line horizontal�

NN �� Near the Net

BLC �� Center of Baseline

SLC �� Center of Service line

The following section presents some of the results we have obtained on real tennis

video segments� using the proposed automatic classi�cation approach


��



Table �� Mapping low�level positional information to high�level tennis�play events

No
 Top Player TP� Bottom Player BP� High�level
Initial Final Initial Final Annotation
Location Location Location Location

� BL BL BL BL Baseline�rallies
� BL NN BL BL Passing�shot
� BL BL BL NN Passing�shot
� BL BL BLC SLC Serve�and�Volley
� BLC SLC BL BL Serve�and�Volley
	 SL NN SL NN Net�game


 Results

We have implemented the proposed tennis video classi�cation approach and have obtained

excellent results
 In the implementation of our approach� we partition an input tennis

video segment into chunks of �� frames and process each chunk similarly
 For each chunk

of video frames� we do the following�

�
 Detect the tennis court�lines in all the frames of the chunk using the method given

in Section ��

�
 Detect the location of the two tennis�players in the second or third frame of the

chunk by applying the motion�based strategy given in Section 	�

�
 Track the two players over the rest of the video frames of the chunk using the

player�tracking algorithm given in Section 	


In what follows� we present in detail the results of using our automatic tennis video

analysis approach for two tennis video segments containing di�erent high�level content


We believe these results demonstrate the merit of the model�based approach proposed

��



here


��� A Baseline�rallies Video Clip

In this subsection� we present the results we have obtained for a video segment containing

baseline rallies between two tennis players
 The video segment consists of ��� frames �

chunks of �� frames each� of size ���� ��� pixels
 In the video segment� the two players

play essentially from their respective baselines and there is no camera motion detected


Fig
 � shows some of the video frames for visual depiction of the tennis�play event in the

video segment
 The results of tracking players during the play are shown separately in

Fig
 ��
 The results of applying our technique are summarized pictorially in Fig
 �� which

shows both the detected tennis court�lines as well as the tracks of the two tennis players

as the match progresses over the video segment


��� A Passing�shot Video Clip

In this subsection� we present the results we have obtained for a video segment containing

a passing�shot situation between two tennis players
 The video segment consists of ��

frames � chunks of �� frames each� of size ��� � ��� pixels
 In the video segment� the

two players play initially from their respective baselines and� as the match progresses�

the bottom player BP� rushes towards the net while the top player TP� stays at the

far�end baseline
 There is no camera motion in the video segment
 Fig
 �� shows some of

the video frames for visual depiction of the tennis�play event in the video segment
 The

results of tracking players during the segment are shown in Fig
 ��
 A pictorial summary

of the results of applying our technique is shown in Fig
 ��� which shows both the detected

��



tennis court�lines as well as the tracks of the two tennis players as the match progresses

over the video segment


� Summary and Conclusion

In this report� we have presented a case wherein domain�speci�c knowledge and constraints

are exploited to accomplish a very di�cult task of automatic annotation of video segments

with high�level semantics
 Particularly� we have presented our research techniques and

results regarding automatic analysis of tennis video for the purpose of high�level classi�ca�

tion of tennis video segments to facilitate content�based retrieval
 Our approach is based

on a quanti�ed model for the tennis court in the image domain under the assumption

of perspective projection for the camera
 We derive this model by making use of the a

priori knowledge about actual dimensions of a tennis court as well as the typical camera

geometry used while taking a tennis video we have used only the information regarding

the general camera imaging geometry and we do not use any particular information about

the camera parameters or object distances�
 We make use of the connectivity information

about the tennis court�lines also i
e
� the information about the �form� of the object��

and have demonstrated the applicability of the model on real tennis video frames by de�

veloping a tennis court�line detection algorithm and by showing the results of application

of the algorithm on the real tennis court images
 We have also presented a robust tennis�

player tracking algorithm in order to track the two tennis players over the image sequence


We use the automatically extracted tennis court and the players� location information�

which form the crucial measurements� for the purpose of high�level reasoning where we

��



analyze the relative positions of the two players with respect to the tennis court�lines

and the tennis�net� so as to map the measurements to high�level events semantics� like

baseline�rallies� passing�shot� serve�and�volleying� net�games� etc
 Results on real tennis

video data are presented to demonstrate the merit of the approach


We believe that similar exploitation of domain�speci�c constraints in other applications

can be highly useful in overcoming the very di�cult task of automatic annotation of real

video segments with high�level content pertinent to those speci�c domains
 We feel that

a �ne blend of domain�speci�c techniques and general purpose algorithms would help a

long way in achieving the lofty goal of providing content�based access to video
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Appendix

A Derivation of Eq� ��

From Fig
 � and Eqs
�� and ��� it follows that the perspective projections p�� p�� p� and p�

of the points P�� P�� P� andP� see Fig
 �� respectively� are given by

p� �

�
BBB�

f ���
	��� sin ��D


f ��� cos �
	��� sin ��D



CCCA � p� �

�
BBB�

f ���
	��� sin ��D


f ��� cos �
	��� sin ��D



CCCA �

p� �

�
BBB�

f �
	��� sin ��D


f ��� cos �
	��� sin ��D



CCCA � and p� �

�
BBB�

f �
	��� sin ��D


f ��� cos �
	��� sin ��D



CCCA � 	�

Using the above expressions� we now have the lengths L� and L� of the two segments p�p�

and p�p� respectively� in the image domain given by

L� � f
����

��� sin � �D�
and L� � f

����

��� sin � �D�
� ��

Hence Eq
 �� follows
 �

��



B Derivation of Eq� ��

Using the expressions for the points p�� p� and p� from Eq
 	�� we have the two basis

vectors B� and B� given by

B� � �p�p� �

�
BBB�

f ���
	��� sin ��D


f ��� cos �
	��� sin ��D



CCCA�

�
BBB�

f ���
	��� sin ��D


f ��� cos �
	��� sin ��D



CCCA �

�
BBB�

f

D

	���
	���
F
	���F��
 	���F��


f

D
�� cos �

	���F��
 	���F��



CCCA

B� � �p�p� �

�
BBB�

�

f ��� cos �
	��� sin ��D



CCCA�

�
BBB�

f ���
	��� sin ��D


f ��� cos �
	��� sin ��D



CCCA �

�
BBB�

f

D

	���

	���F��


�


CCCA ��

where F � sin �
D

 Now consider the perspective projection p�� of the point P�� see Fig
 ��

which is given by

p�� �

�
BBB�

f ����
	�� sin ��D


f �� cos �
	�� sin ��D



CCCA �

The vector �p�p�� is given by

�p�p�� �

�
BBB�

f ����
	�� sin ��D


f �� cos �
	�� sin ��D



CCCA�

�
BBB�

f ���
	��� sin ��D


f ��� cos �
	��� sin ��D



CCCA �

�
BBB�

f

D
���

	��F�D
	���F�D


f

D
�� cos �

	��F�D
	���F�D



CCCA �

Since B� and B� span the �D image domain space� �p�p�� can always be expressed as a

linear combination of B� and B� as follows

�p�p�� � �B� � � B��

��



Substituting for B�� B� and �p�p��� we have

�
BBB�

f

D
���

	��F�D
	���F�D


f

D
�� cos �

	��F�D
	���F�D



CCCA � �

�
BBB�

f

D

	���
	���
F
	���F��
 	���F��


f

D
�� cos �

	���F��
 	���F��



CCCA � �

�
BBB�

f

D

	���

	���F��


�


CCCA � ��

Solving the two simultaneous equations of Eq
 ��� we have

� �
�����F � ��

����F � ��
and � �

����F � ��

��F � ��

as desired
 �

��
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Figure �� Block diagram of our tennis video analysis system
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Figure �� Results of applying our tennis court clip selection algorithm on �
� minutes
of input video from a VHS tape titled SuperStars of Women�s Tennis c� ���� Vestron
Video
 This tape contains the clips of all types of tennis courts thus making it most
suitable for testing our color�based tennis court clip selection algorithm
 The results have
been manually veri�ed to be correct
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report
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Figure �� The tennis court�lines detected in some tennis video frames shown superimposed
in blue color on the images
 The images in the top row are from the video of a clay court
match while those in the bottom row are from the video of a carpet court match
 Note the
di�erences in the parameters of the camera geometry
 However� the same tennis court�line
detection algorithm of Section �� which does not depend on any particular parameters of
the camera geometry� has been applied to all the frames
 Court�line segments have been
accurately detected in all the frames
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Figure 	� The tennis court�lines tracked over the image sequence of a tennis video segment
are shown superimposed in di�erent colors
 The order of frames is from blue to green to
magenta to red


Figure �� Typical result of applying the player detection algorithm right� to the residue
frame left�
 The two square windows in the right image show the templates corresponding
to the two players located centrally at their respective detected locations
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Figure �� Names of di�erent line segments on a tennis court
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Figure �� Selected frames from the Baseline�rallies video segment consisting of ��� consec�
utive frames to visually depict the tennis�play event
 The four rows of images correspond
to the � successive chunks each of �� frames� in a top�down order
 Each row shows the
frames numbered �� �� and �� in the corresponding chunk of �� frames
 The size of the
frames is ��� � ��� pixels
 Here� the frames are shown to a scale slightly less than half
the original size of the frames
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Figure ��� The templates of the players as they are tracked for ��� consecutive frames of
the Baseline�rallies video segment
 Shown on the left are the templates of the Top Player
TP�� and those of the Bottom Player BP� are shown on the right
 The four rows of
images correspond to the � successive chunks each of �� frames� in a top�down order

For each player� each row shows the templates etched out from the frames numbered �� ��
and �� in the corresponding chunk of �� frames
 The size of the TP templates is ��� ��
pixels and that of BP templates is ��� �� pixels
 The templates shown here are of actual
scale
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Figure ��� Pictorial presentation of the results of automatic analysis of Baseline�rallies
video segment
 The tennis court lines detected on the image domain are reconstructed
and shown in black lines above
 The tennis court�lines detected from only one frame are
shown above since there is no camera motion in the video segment
 This is automatically
detected by analysis given in Section �
� The results of tracking the two tennis players
over the image sequence are shown in color � their initial positions are shown in red and�
as the play progresses and their locations change� the color changes gradually towards
blue with their �nal location shown in blue
 Note that the tracks of the players are near
their respective baselines only
 The high�level reasoning module rightly classi�es this set
of measurements as belonging to Baseline�rallies tennis�play event
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Figure ��� Some selected frames from the Passing�shot video segment consisting of ��
consecutive frames to visually depict the tennis�play event
 The three rows of images
correspond to the � successive chunks each of �� frames� in a top�down order
 Each row
shows the frames numbered �� �� and �� in the corresponding chunk of �� frames
 The
size of the frames is ���� ��� pixels
 The frames are shown at a scale slightly less than
half the original size of the frames
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Figure ��� The templates of the players as they are tracked for �� consecutive frames of
the Passing�shot video segment
 Shown on the left are the templates of the Top Player
TP�� and those of the Bottom Player BP� are shown on the right
 The three rows of
images correspond to the � successive chunks each of �� frames� in a top�down order

For each player� each row shows the templates etched out from the frames numbered �� ��
and �� in the corresponding chunk of �� frames
 The size of the TP templates is ��� ��
pixels and that of BP templates is �� � �� pixels
 The templates are shown at actual
scale
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Figure ��� Pictorial presentation of the results of automatic analysis of Passing�shot
video segment
 The tennis court lines detected on the image domain are reconstructed
and shown in black lines above
 The tennis court�lines detected from only one frame
are shown above since there is no camera motion in the video segment
 The results of
tracking the two players over the video segment are shown in color � their initial positions
are shown in red and� as the play progresses and their locations change� the color changes
gradually towards blue with their �nal location shown in blue
 Note that the track of
the bottom player BP� moves towards the tennis net during the play while that of the
top player TP� stays essentially at the far�end baseline
 The high�level reasoning module
rightly classi�es this set of measurements as belonging to Passing�shot tennis�play event
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